
 

 

Moving to dangerous places  

Eberhard H. Weber, Priya Kissoon, and Camari Koto 

Mobility is an important part of the discourses around climate change. Many argue 
that mobility in connection to climate change, natural hazards, or similar is about 
bringing people to safety, supporting them in their own efforts to reach safe 
grounds, or as McAdam (2015) puts it: taking people away from “danger zones”.  

This chapter investigates mobility of people living in informal settlements in Suva, 
the capital of Fiji, which are exposed to hazards . This chapter, hence concentrates on 
people moving to highly exposed areas. How can we explain when people move to 
‘danger zones’ like is happening in many informal settlements in the Pacific Islands 
(and surely elsewhere)? Are people not aware that the locations are dangerous, do 
they not bother to find out, or do they consciously choose such ‘danger zones’?  

For our study, we undertook interviews and observations in two informal set-
tlements in Suva. Our research suggests that the two locations where people estab-
lished informal settlements were chosen at least in part because of their unfavour-
able environmental conditions. Whether this occurred consciously or more in a 
reflexive learning process that directed people to locations where they did not face 
evictions needs to be established in future research. It is becoming evident, howev-
er, that in Suva space is becoming scarce. Locations that nobody was interested in 
several decades ago are now in high demand. This also puts people who live in 
informal settlements at risk of being evicted by governments’ plans of relocation 
and/or by market forces, which can be seen as a special form of gentrification. 
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1 Introduction 

For a long time, research on the impacts of and adaptation to climate change in the 
Pacific Islands region excluded urban areas almost entirely. This is surprising since 
in many Small Island Developing States (SIDS) in the Pacific a considerable share 
of the population lives in urban areas (Mycoo & Donovan, 2017). Urban growth 
rates are among the highest in the world, particularly in the SIDS of Melanesia 
(Butcher-Gollach, 2015, 2018; Kiddle, McEvoy, Mitchell, Jones, & Mecartney, 
2017; Mecartney & Connell, 2017).  

Urban spaces in the Pacific Islands have grown significantly over the past few dec-
ades. Many migrants arriving from rural peripheries in urban centres have taken up 
residence in informal settlements that are often characterised by very poor environ-
mental conditions (Kiddle, 2010a, 2010b, 2011; Kiddle & Hay, 2017; Jones, 2016a).  

While much research has been done on the drivers of rural–urban migration 
(see for more recent examples Duda, Fasse, & Grote, 2018; Friend et al., 2015; 
Yalew, Hirte, Lotze-Campen, & Tscharaktschiew, 2018), relatively little is known 
about the considerations people undertake in choosing where exactly to settle in 
urban areas (Augustijn-Beckers, Flacke, & Retsios, 2011; Babere, 2015; Fleischer, 
2007; Loibl, & Tötzer, 2003). It is assumed that the distance to places of employ-
ment plays a role (Reza, 2017), but systematic research on this and other aspects is 
minimal (Huang, Parker, Filatova, & Sun, 2014). 

With climate change adaptation becoming a major concern, the question of hu-
man mobility and its relevance to climate change adaptation is becoming increasingly 
important. Already today many islands in the Pacific are exposed to the impacts of 
climate change. In a number of cases where states consist only of atolls and/or low-
lying coral islands, entire states might disappear since there are no places within these 
countries’ territories where people can safely resettle (Weber, 2015, 2016; see also 
Duvat & Magnan, this volume).  

With these arguments in mind, it appears contradictory and is difficult to explain 
when people move to ‘danger zones’ like is happening in informal settlements in the 
Pacific Island region (and certainly elsewhere). Are people not aware that these loca-
tions are dangerous, do they not bother to find out, or do they consciously choose 
such ‘danger zones’?  

This chapter reflects on the causes of mobility from a livelihood and risk mitiga-
tion perspective. It looks at two informal settlements in a part of Suva, which a cou-
ple of decades ago were at the very periphery of Suva city. Over the past 30 years, 
however, this area has become a place of sustained investment. When people moved 
to Suva some decades ago, they found protection from eviction in these environ-
mentally disadvantaged locations. Today this part of Suva has become a prime loca-
tion for high-cost residential and commercial development. People in informal set-
tlements more and more frequently face challenges to be able to stay in this part of 
Suva. Some settlements have been identified for relocation, and aspects of gentrifica-
tion are visible in others. 
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2 Migration and mobility 

2.1 Climate change and human mobility 

Social scientists who study the causes and motivations of migration have produced 
various explanations over time. Ravenstein’s seminal contributions (1885, 1889) later 
led to concepts of push/pull factors, which have a very long tradition in migration 
studies (Van Hear, Bakewell, & Long, 2018). Scientists investigate the economic, eco-
logical, or social properties of space (Adger & Fortnam, 2018; Dorigo & Tobler, 1983; 
Lee, 1966; Marino, 2018). They conclude that migration happens from locations en-
dowed with (relatively) lesser qualities to locations where the qualities are higher.  

In climate change discourses, a particular push factor is added: people leave 
places where they have been living because climate change makes these places 
‘dangerous’. Publications on people’s mobility as a response to and result of cli-
mate change often argue that the impacts of a changing climate can be considered 
as a force that drives people away from their homes, looking for safety and security 
elsewhere (McAdams, 2015). The argument is that migration happens because 
climate change puts people’s lives and livelihoods at risk. From such a perspective 
mobility becomes an action to adapt to or cope with adverse situations, to secure 
livelihoods or strengthen resilience (Weber, 2014).  

Push/pull dynamics, however, are obviously not sufficient to explain migration 
comprehensively: if only spatial properties/qualities are used to explain migration 
then it becomes difficult to explain why some migrate and others don’t when they 
live in the same location. Investigations that consider actors and their agency are 
urgently needed to close this gap (Bohle & Fünfgeld, 2007; Long, 2001; Otsuki, 
Jasaw, & Lolig, 2018). Agency refers to individuals’ capacity “to act independently 
and to make their own free choices” (Fazey et al., 2015, p. 200): not all people have 
the same goals and aspirations and the same opportunities to accomplish them. 
Aspirations, wishes, and fears lead to different perceptions of space and differing 
opportunities and constraints allow or disallow people to achieve what they aspire 
to (Carling & Collins, 2018). 

2.2 The search for wellbeing and security 

In addition to hunger, war, violations of human rights, and poverty, the degrada-
tion, pollution, and destruction of the physical environment have been named by 
social scientists as reasons for forced migration (Weber, 2014). It is often assumed 
that environmental change (including climate change) has become a reason for 
people to involuntarily leave the places they live in (Biermann, 2001; Lonergan, 
1998). Declining environmental quality, including impacts of natural hazards, is 
putting people’s lives and livelihoods at risk. Many social scientists agree that mi-
gration and the quality of the environment are related in many cases. Details of 
how such a relationship can be conceptualised, however, remain heavily disputed. 
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It often remains unclear if in these cases environmental change is the only driver of 
migration or if the decision to move is the result of (more) complex processes and 
deliberations (UK Government Office for Science, Foresight Report, 2011).  

Migration serves many purposes. The migration of poor, insecure, and under-
employed people from rural areas often follows the rationale of aiming to enhance 
wellbeing and – even more important – to minimise risk and gain security (Adger & 
Fortnam, 2018; Tian & Lemos, 2018). Rural areas often do not provide full employ-
ment for everyone of working age (Singh, Singh, & Singh, 2015; Yeboah & Jayne, 
2018). People’s capacities and capabilities are under-utilised (Mukhtar et al., 2018). 
Employment in these areas is also often limited to one or a few sectors. The ad-
vantage of having employment in various sectors, from subsistence production to 
international capitalist production, which more often occurs in cities, enhances secu-
rity since dependency on one particular mode of production constitutes a huge risk. 

In many cases, migration supports people in their efforts to diversify their liveli-
hoods and to reduce the risks that they face (Friedman, Hirons, & Boyd, 2018; 
Woodhouse & McCabe, 2018; for research that is critical of this perspective: 
Cochrane & Cafer, 2018; Ebenezer & Abbyssinia, 2018). The importance of liveli-
hood diversification to reducing vulnerability figures very prominently in the concept 
of resilience to the impacts of climate change and natural hazards (Ajak, 2018; Jurjo-
nas & Seekamp, 2018), as well as in the “Sustainable Livelihood Approaches”, which 
are, however, often lacking theoretical depth (De Haan & Zoomers, 2005). In one 
way or another all of the approaches mentioned above take up the notion of ‘trans-
locality’ and relate it to people’s search for wellbeing and security (Carmo & Hed-
berg, 2018; Etzold & Sakdapolrak, 2016; Islam & Herbeck, 2013; Keck & 
Sakdapolrak, 2013; Rockenbauch & Sakdapolrak, 2017; Sakdapolrak et al., 2016; 
Steinbrink, 2009; Weber, 2017). To reach common ground across many disciplines 
and details, translocality can be seen as referring to the structures and processes in 
which mobile people “are locally grounded and where transnational ties are regulated 
and institutionalized” (Stephan-Emmrich & Schröder, 2018, p. 28).  

De Haan (2000) similarly argues that geographical differentiation (e.g. rural versus ur-
ban, national versus international) does not show the proper space in which translocal 
social units are operating. What the Migration Remittances, Aid, Bureaucracy 
(MIRAB) model calls the “transnational corporation of kin” (Bertram & Watters, 
1985, 1986) indicates that social units operate across space. They forge rural–urban 
relationships, where exchange of goods, money, and people is perpetuated for the 
purpose of optimising economic and social wellbeing. Linking rural and urban spaces 
creates hybrid households which operate in different places (translocal) and also have 
considerable circulation of their members (being one day here and the other day there). 
Households constitute coherent social units that operate across distances (Lohnert & 
Steinbrink, 2005; see also Schiller, Basch, & Szanton Blanc, 1995). All these are crucial 
elements of translocality.  

Additionally, much information is available on why people move to informal 
settlements within the Pacific region, and Fiji in particular (Bryant, 1992, 1993; 
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Bryant-Tokalau 1995, 2010; Jones, 2012a, 2012b; Mohanty, 2006a, 2006b). The 
debate on ‘affordable housing’ in urban areas has been a long-lasting one, but so 
far no solutions are visible regarding how to provide affordable urban housing to 
poorer strata of Suva’s population (Bryant-Tokalau, 2014). Already in 1992 Bryant-
Tokalau focused her study of poverty in Fiji on urban informal settlements, where 
the conflict between high costs for formal accommodation and low incomes is 
very meaningful (Bryant, 1992; see also Bryant-Tokalau, 1995 for Fiji and Vanua-
tu). Jones (2012b, p. 327) remarks that “both rural and urban poverty cannot be 
divorced from squatter and informal settlements and vice versa, as it is now well 
accepted that the majority of the Pacific urban poor gravitate to and live in squatter 
and informal settlements.” 

To summarise: People use migration as a strategy to secure and strengthen their 
livelihoods, to minimise risk through livelihood diversification. This is a response to 
insecurity because of under-employment, seasonal employment, low wages, high de-
pendence on primary production, and high vulnerability to disturbances of ecosystems, 
among other reasons (see, among many, Carney, 1998; Ellis, 2000; Scoones, 1998).  

The parallels to push/pull considerations are striking, but only at the places of 
destination (such as in the informal settlements in Suva). During our fieldwork, of 
course, only those who had migrated were considered. Others, who stayed back in 
the villages do not figure here. Another element becomes essential: people’s reflexivi-
ty, their autonomy to make history (Archer, 2007), the ways in which they follow 
their aspirations. Reflexivity, however, also means that actors learn by doing. It is not 
that people evaluate their situation in advance and reach logical conclusions that 
govern their actions. Instead they respond to situations, seize opportunities that open 
up, and learn along the way how to improve outcomes (Archer, 2007, 2010; Da-
vidson, 2012; Prowse, 2010; Schilling 2012). People “cannot know everything that is 
going on” (Archer, 2007, p. 17), and as a result they have to improvise and learn 
step-by-step through their experience and their reflection on it. This is particularly 
important with regard to migration because moving elsewhere is filled with ‘un-
knowns’ and people are unfit to consider and evaluate all possibilities for action and 
make rational decisions (see also Otsuki, Jasaw, & Lolig, 2018). 

3 Urban space in the Pacific Islands 

Urban settlements in the Pacific Islands are tiny compared to global standards 
(Cocklin & Keen, 2000; Jones, 2016). They are young by any standard. The oldest 
hardly reach 200 years in age. All are the result of European arrival and interven-
tion in the Pacific Islands region, which started in the 18th century when whaling 
vessels were looking for places to restock provisions and water. At the whaling 
stations a few Europeans settled, but these conglomerations of a few Europeans’ 
houses lacked what today we would consider urban functionality. Around the same 
time beachcomber communities were established where individual Europeans 
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integrated into local communities, and “went native” (Bargatzky, 1980; Campbell, 
1998; Milcairns, 2006; Ralston, 1977).  

Urbanisation in a more comprehensive way stepped up when more and more Eu-
ropeans, many of them coming through Australia and New Zealand, settled in the 
Pacific Islands to establish trade relationships (Weber, 2017). Individuals, first living 
with indigenous inhabitants and later operating from port towns, started trading with 
the extraction of sandalwood, bêche-de-mer, turtle shells, pearls, and other exotic 
commodities (Ralston, 1971). Later companies such as Burns, Philp & Co Limited, 
Goddefroy and Sons, and Hennings concentrated on agricultural commodities: first 
coconuts to produce copra and coconut oil, then cotton, and finally sugar cane. 

Urban areas in the Pacific Islands were miniscule until the 1960s, which 
marked the beginning of independence for most Pacific Island countries. In 1911 
the urban population of Fiji had been around 4% of the overall population (Chan-
dra, 1985). In 1966 a third of Fiji’s population lived in urban areas (Chandra, 1985) 
and by 2004 the 50% mark had been crossed (ADB, 2012). In the census of 2017 
around 57% of Fiji’s population was listed as urban (Fiji Bureau of Statistics, 2018).  

When the first Pacific states achieved independence, modernisation optimism 
prevailed, which considered urban areas as the centres of economic and social 
innovation and development. Not much later it became evident that a fast-growing 
urban population entails unresolvable social, ecological, cultural, and planning 
challenges. In particular, urban development lagged behind in the provision of 
infrastructure, including low-cost housing for a rapidly increasing urban popula-
tion. In the capitals of many Pacific Island countries, informal settlements mush-
roomed; biggest in terms of population and size are the informal settlements of 
Greater Suva, but informal settlements burgeoned also in Honiara, Solomon Is-
lands (Foukona, 2015; Keen, Barbara, Carpenter, Evans, & Foukona, 2017; Moore, 
2015), Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea (Jones, 2012), and Port Vila, Vanuatu 
(Trundle, 2017). Many of these informal settlements were established at locations 
that have adverse environmental conditions. Often these conditions are severe and 
detrimental to human habitation; by any means these places are ‘dangerous places’. 

4 Reflection on the case study in Suva 

The case study on which this chapter is based investigates people living in informal 
settlements in Suva, the capital of Fiji. The investigation concentrates on people’s 
actions in space, especially their mobility. The case study takes up climate change 
as a possible driver of migration only indirectly: when it is argued that spatial char-
acteristics are less relevant to people’s mobility than their agency, their opportuni-
ties and constraints to be mobile, then all causes of mobility that relate to spatial 
characteristics become of secondary importance. What counts is not that people 
want to migrate because conditions in the places they live have become too press-
ing. Far more important is whether people are able to move, or whether con-
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straints are so huge that they have to remain where they are, even if their desire to 
leave is overwhelming.  

Research to obtain information was conducted in mid-2016 in the informal set-
tlements of Muanivatu and Veidogo in the eastern outskirts of Suva. In each of the 
two settlements semi-structured interviews with a mix of open and closed questions 
were conducted. Mainly questions that relate to people’s agency supporting or pre-
venting mobility, processes of reflexivity, and underlying socio-political aspects of 
urban change in the eastern rim of Suva city are addressed in this chapter. Interviews 
were conducted with one adult person in 50 households, which were randomly cho-
sen for the study. The purpose of the overall fieldwork was to look into people’s 
livelihoods, their mobility backgrounds and histories, their connections to house-
holds elsewhere, as well as issues of environmental health arising from adverse prop-
erties of the settlements under investigation.  

Perspectives are presented in this chapter that relate to people’s selection of 
places to settle. By applying such a spatial dimension to people’s aspirations, the 
overarching aim is to investigate the dynamic properties of space and its conse-
quences for vulnerable people’s actions in space. The objectives to gain more 
knowledge concentrate on three issues. The first relates to the question, “What role 
did security/insecurity play when people selected a particular informal settlement?” 
This question had to be slightly modified because in interviews it turned out that 
quite a number of people did not find a suitable place right from the beginning. 
Many had to shift residence after their arrival in Suva. At this point the notion of 
reflexivity was introduced as a process that guided people in improving selection crite-
ria. The second issue relates to the question, “Why were people willing to settle in 
locations that expose them to severe health risks?”, and the third relates to the ques-
tion, “How did people’s action in space become constrained through economic dy-
namics when places once in Suva’s periphery became attractive investment objects?”  

This chapter reports on an activity in progress: two months of empirical work 
were completed in 2016. Some results from then were analysed for the presenta-
tion at the conference in Hannover and the preparation of this chapter. In addi-
tion, all qualitative information provided by people during fieldwork in 2016 has 
been assessed to provide deeper insights than a quantitative analysis could have 
achieved. A second round of investigation is planned, concentrating exclusively on 
people’s criteria used when selecting a place to settle. 

4.1 Muanivatu and Veidogo: Two informal settlements in mangrove 
forests 

The settlements of Muanivatu and Veidogo are in the eastern part of the Suva 
peninsula along Fletcher Road, which starts at the Marine Campus of the 
University of the South Pacific (USP) and ends at Nabua, a part of Suva town (see 
Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: The Eastern Rim of Suva City. Source: E. Weber. 

 
Today both settlements are located on prime real estate properties in an area of 
Suva City, which has been quickly expanding in the past three decades (see also 
Bryant-Tokalau, 2014). When the first informal settlements in this part of Suva 
were established they were at the periphery of the city in an area without much 
development interest.  

Muanivatu and Veidogo are not the only informal settlements in this part of Su-
va: close to middle-class formal residential areas, often in third line to the main road, 
Suva’s largest informal settlements are located here (Jittu Estate, 639 households 
with 2,910 residents, and Wailea, 402 households with 1,922 residents). Muanivatu 
with 70 households and 324 residents and Veidogo with 130 households and 650 
residents, as well as Nanuku with 215 households and 927 residents, are smaller set-
tlements (all figures according to Government of Fiji, 2006). 

Muanivatu and Veidogo are mixed in their ethnic composition. Native Fijians 
(iTaukei) form a majority in both settlements. In Muanivatu around 60% of the peo-
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ple are of iTaukei ethnicity and in Veidogo 70%. The rest in both settlements are 
predominately Fijians with Indian ancestry and less than 5% are other ethnicities.  

Both settlements have been built into the mangrove forests of the area. In-
deed, the Fijian word ‘Veidogo’ means ‘Mangrove Swamp’. Especially in Muaniva-
tu’s case, much of the mangroves that were once west and south of the settlement 
have been cleared for development activities in the past three decades (see also 
about the clearing of the tiri (mangroves) (Bryant-Tokalau, 2014).  

In the past 60 years the Vatuwaqa River has lost much of its catchment area. 
Earlier, excess water during heavy rainfall could spread, mitigating floods. Today 
the drainage situation in Muanivatu has deteriorated. Flooding occurs more often 
and is more severe. The latest destructions of a huge area of mangrove forest west 
of Muanivatu happened around 2013 when mangroves were cleared for the con-
struction of a huge shopping complex. Six years later construction has not even 
started. 

Muanivatu was established rather recently. The settlement increased from 7 
houses shown on aerial images in 2002 to almost 100 houses in 2019. In its rather 
short existence, people in the settlement have been served with five eviction notic-
es from the Suva City Council. In one case they were given only 24 hours to leave. 
Support from local NGOs allowed the community to stay (Asian Coalition for 
Housing Rights in Suva, Fiji [n.d.]). In 2018 Muanivatu was included among 11 
other informal settlements that are earmarked to be upgraded by RISE (Revitalis-
ing Informal Settlements and their Environments), a project led by Monash-
University, Melbourne (RISE 2018).  

Veidogo has existed much longer than Muanivatu. During interviews, some 
people mentioned that their families have lived in the settlement for more than 70 
years. If this is correct it would mean that some houses in the settlement existed 
already in the 1940s and 1950s. 

5 Results 

5.1 In search of security: moving to the city 

Most residents of Muanivatu and Veidogo who participated in the research are not 
native to Suva. Many households had complex migration histories before they 
settled in the places where they live now. In quite a number of cases the first family 
members arrived in Suva a couple of decades ago. About half of the members of 
the iTaukei community had migrated from rural areas directly to one of the two 
settlements; the remaining had earlier lived in other parts of Suva.  

iTaukei households are often fragmented in the sense that parts of the families 
continued to live in the location of their origin in rural areas. Movements between 
rural and urban areas have been rather dynamic and the composition of house-
holds as a result has been changing considerably over time. 
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Households of Fijians with Indian ancestry differ in a number of characteristics 
from iTaukei households: What is similar are the complex migration histories of 
many. With a few exceptions, however, Fijians of Indian origin arrived with their 
entire family leaving nobody behind in the rural areas they had come from. They 
often arrived from sugar cane growing areas of Vanua Levu around Labasa and Se-
quaqa. They had to abandon their homes when the leases were not renewed starting 
in 1997. Expiring sugar cane leases forced a large number of Fijian farmers of Indian 
ancestry to migrate to urban areas, the majority of them to Suva. By 2018 some 
12,000 sugar cane leases were expected to expire (Naidu & Reddy, 2002). Many of 
them were not renewed, especially in the years up to 2006 (Weber, 2005, 2007a, 
2007b). This deprived farmers not only of access to land to earn a livelihood, but 
also of housing, since in most cases the farm houses had been built on leased land. 
The expiration of sugar cane leases uprooted people from the areas they had lived 
for generations. Unlike iTaukei they usually could not continue a family presence in 
the places they came from, but had little choice other than to move with the entire 
family to urban areas where most of them ended up in informal settlements. Here 
agency, meaning the capacity of individuals to act independently and to make their 
own free choices, found a limitation: structural violence (Galtung, 1975; Weber, 
2012) forced families to leave where they had lived for decades.  

When asked for the reasons why their household had come to Suva, people’s an-
swers concentrated on aspects of employment (almost half of the participants in 
both settlements). Family reunion, family conflicts, and marriage were also men-
tioned rather frequently. None of the participants in the interviews mentioned cli-
mate change or related difficulties in their home villages as a reason for coming to 
Suva. For the participants of Indian ancestry, a few noted that the reason they came 
to Suva was the expiration of their land leases. Most Fijians of Indian ancestry who 
participated in the study, however, had come to Suva already before the land lease 
problems started in 1997. It appears that Fijians with Indian ancestry rarely visit rela-
tives in the places they lived before coming to Suva. The prevalence of this is much 
higher in iTaukei communities where people from around 60% of the households 
visit their native village at least once a year. In most cases, such visits happen more 
frequently and often there is frequent movement to and from native places, which 
coincides with the movement of goods and money.  

As mentioned above, none of the people interviewed mentioned climate change as 
a consideration for why they had come to Suva and/or settled in a particular location. 
Still, many mentioned that climate change is important in their lives. Issues that people 
brought forward include: (i) Many settlements are built into mangrove forests. As a 
result, they are flooded twice a day during high tide. Many conversations with people 
indicated that they are aware that this exposure to floods intensifies with climate 
change. (ii) Housing construction in informal settlements is usually sub-standard. Most 
of the houses in Suva’s informal settlements won’t be able to withstand the forces of 
strong tropical cyclones. In February 2016, Tropical Cyclone Winston devastated many 
parts of Fiji, killing 45 people its path (EM-Dat Database, Brussels). Just a few hours 
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before Tropical Cyclone Winston made landfall, its path was directed straight towards 
Suva. If Suva is directly hit by a category 5 cyclone, the damages and death toll will 
surely be much higher than in 2016.  

Rural to urban migration continues to play a considerable role in Fiji. Today 
climate change might play a bigger role in people’s decisions to leave their villages 
although there is very little evidence that rural communities are more exposed to 
impacts of climate change than urban ones. It is also unreasonable to assume that 
people leave the security of the villages and indeed move to ‘safer’ places when 
migrating to informal settlements in urban areas. Most cannot afford to live any-
where else than in these settlements where they are exposed to considerable health 
risks and other dangers. As long as migration can help them to diversify their live-
lihoods and contribute to the resources of people living in their native places, they 
shall continue to come to Suva.  

Our understanding of this last aspect has been deepened through the inter-
views: participants were asked how they perceive their family in their native places, 
and how they consider exchange of goods and money. Among the iTaukei an 
overwhelming share in both settlements perceived the family “back home” as part 
of their household with which they frequently exchange goods and money. Mobili-
ty is much more dynamic than the word ‘migration’ is usually understood. People 
are members of the same household, who live and work in at least two, but often 
more, places. Movements occur between these sections of the same households in 
a rather unpredictable and asymmetric way: some household members have mi-
grated in the way it is usually understood. They have established permanent resi-
dence, have taken up jobs, which at least they hope are permanent (which is often 
not the case), and intend to stay in Suva at least until retirement. 

5.2 To move to Muanivatu or Veidogo 

People from rural areas who come to Suva are usually unable to pay high rents or 
purchase properties in the formal housing market. Many participants in interviews 
explained that they depend on informal arrangements to have access to cheap ac-
commodation. To have no such access is a huge constraint, which often prevents 
mobility from happening since many people do not have the resources to live any-
where else than in an informal settlement.  

Still it is interesting that almost 20% of the people interviewed in Veidogo and 
close to 10% in the case of Muanivatu stated that they had purchased the house to 
which they moved in the respective settlement. Publications on informal settlements in 
Suva often neglect this aspect of internal consolidation which can lead to considerable 
dynamics in a settlement without adding much to its size.  

In contrast to research on why people move to informal settlements (see sec-
tion 2), knowledge about the selection of a particular settlement is extremely 
scarce. There are 85 informal settlements in Greater Suva. Migrants thus can 
choose from a large number of locations where they can establish residence. 
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Social capital, the benefits of being part of networks that provide support in is-
sues of migration, finding employment, and so on, plays an important role when 
people make choice about where exactly to move. The majority of participants in the 
survey (about 70% in the case of Muanivatu and almost 60% for Veidogo) knew 
people in the settlement before they moved in. This is especially interesting in the 
case of Muanivatu, which is a rather young settlement. In the past 15 years, the set-
tlement increased considerably in size and population. Quite a number of people 
moved there as kin groups establishing several houses at the same time. As Veidogo 
is much, much older it has been impossible to get a clearer answer whether people 
arrived as individual households or several related households at one time. 

5.3 Trading health security for security from eviction 

When discussing the environmental situation in both settlements, a great majority 
of people (for both settlements more than 70%) admitted that they do not bother 
too much about detrimental environmental conditions. Already in the preparation 
for the study some people highlighted that indeed the difficult environmental situa-
tion protects them from being evicted. During interviews, when this issue came up 
again and again, it was addressed more systematically: many participants reported 
that they or their parents or grandparents have experienced a couple of times being 
evicted from places where they had settled before. This was very obvious particu-
larly for Veidogo: out of those who moved to Suva more than two decades ago 
slightly less than half reported that people in their family had the experience of 
being evicted. For Muanivatu, the share with such experience is less than half of 
this figure, but still significant.  

It often took households some time before they found a place that appeared 
would make them safe from eviction. People indeed made decisions based on the 
experience that particularly unfavorable environmental conditions provided the best 
security from eviction. According to participants in interviews, for example, there is a 
relatively large number of residents of Veidogo (and Nanuku, which is not part of 
this study) who had been evicted from land in Raiwaqa when Raiwaqa Industrial 
Area was established in the 1980s.  

Veidogo, as well as Nanuku, being built into the mangrove forest, became the 
ideal locations to establish residence. Nobody other than the settlers were interested 
in living in these locations or in using the mangrove land for other purposes. In oth-
er places, people were asked to remove their houses soon after they had established 
them. When land was needed to establish Raiwaqa Industrial Area, many residents 
there had to move because the land belonged to a wealthy family, who had migrated 
to the United States but still owns much land in this part of Suva.  

Around 80% of participants in the study in both settlements indicated that they are 
aware of the adverse environmental conditions they are exposed to. Nobody denied 
this, but a rather high percentage of participants (20%) had chosen ‘do not know’ as a 
response when asked about this. Issues around water (in the range of 50% of reported 
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environmental concerns) are by far the most prevalently reported. Although people 
differed slightly in expression (flooding, high tide, waterlogging) they all meant essen-
tially the same thing: twice a day, the settlements are flooded as a result of tidal activi-
ties. Houses are rarely flooded, but the ground becomes very muddy even during low 
tides and causes severe inconvenience for people walking between the houses. The 
situation worsens especially in Muanivatu when heavy rainfall makes the Vatawaqa 
River rise. As most mangrove forests west of the settlement have been removed re-
cently, flooding has significantly increased. During extreme flooding, septic tanks over-
flow and surface water mixes with sewage, causing severe health hazards.  

 

 
Figure 2: Coping with flooding in Veidogo settlement, June 16, 2017. Source: E. 
Weber  

 
About 10-15% of the participants (more participants in Muanivatu than in 
Veidogo) see issues around sanitation as a serious environmental concern. Since 
flooding and the situation around sanitation are closely related it is likely that many 
participants alluded to the combination of water and sanitation when they gave 
their responses.  

Many participants are also concerned about rubbish and the dirty appearance 
of the settlements. People express that little care is given to the disposal of rubbish. 
Between 10 and 15% of responses referring to environmental challenges in the two 
settlements mention this issue.  


